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[15] Great Names 
Mean Business   
Brand naming is one of the 
most cost-effective – and underused –
opportunities to tell your story and
connect with stakeholders.

“Given several hundred million dollars 
and the ability to sustain heavy levels of
spending behind a brand, you can make a
generic, descriptive, uninteresting name
stand for something and sell at the 
shelf – sometimes.”     

Carol L. Bernick
Chairman

Alberto-Culver



What’s a Zoosk?  

It’s a Brand that wasted millions on advertising because its name is mean-
ingless.  It’s possible that because of that advertising, you know that Zoosk
is a dating website.  But decide for yourself:  if you ran a dating site and
wanted to get the most bang for your communications buck, would you
want a name like Zoosk, or would you prefer Match, eHarmony or Plenty of
Fish – names that hint strongly at what these Brands are, what value they
offer and how they are different from competitors?

Great names mean business – and names like Zoosk just don’t do the job.
Or rather, the jobs: 

      1.    Be remark-able
      2.    Communicate the Brand Foundation
      3.    Integrate with the positioning statement
      4.    Be distinct
      5.    Be memorable
      6.    Inspire and attract stakeholders
      7.    Leverage an existing naming system, or create a new one
      8.    Be workable into a suitable domain name
      9.    Pass linguistics
      10.  Pass legal

As we’ll see, this is a very tough list to fulfill. 

Job 1:  Be Remark-Able

Great names boost your bottom line by being remark-able.  In our crazy
world of hyper-messaging and hyper-choice, they make it easy for people –
potential and actual employees, customers and all stakeholders – to under-
stand who you are and what you’re offering.  They make it easy for people
to decide if they want to buy in or opt out, and for your advocates to tell
the story to others.  They are deep reservoirs of meaning that you can access
for telling your story now, and long into the future as you write new chap-
ters.

Word-of-mouth being less expensive and more effective than paid commu-
nications, great names are one of the most cost-effective methods of com-
municating value.
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Your Feelings

A quick word about your feelings:  they don’t matter.  That’s the sometimes
very challenging reality you must accept when naming a Brand.  It doesn’t
matter what you’re naming – an organization, product, service, program,
business unit or anything else – the question is not whether you subjectively
“like” or “love” a potential name.  You have to be objective – because for
many reasons, you must be willing to accept a name other than your first
choice.  In our overcommunicated world, the relevant question is whether
the name does the jobs – thereby cutting expenses and driving revenue.

Job 2:  Communicate the Brand Foundation  

Before you can name something, you have to know what it is.  Which means
building a Brand Foundation for it.  If you try to name your Brand without
first knowing what it is – without knowing what you are trying to describe –
you will end up slapping together a partial Brand Foundation on the fly.  With
an incomplete understanding of your Brand, there’s a very good chance
you’ll end up creating a Zoosk that fails to tell your story. 

Telling stories is of course the single most effective way to communicate a
Brand’s meaning.  Compose your Brand Foundation with wording that sets
up stakeholders to tell your stories with ease.  Then, using your Foundation’s
language to brainstorm, arrive at a Brand name with exactly the same sto-
rytelling potential.  Your new, remark-able name will allow people to quickly
get a sense of your Brand and be in a position to tell others about it. 

Crumb-y

Dan Hoffman and Chris Borowski decided to open an upscale café-restaurant
in Toronto that featured fresh-made-daily gelato.  The name they were going
to pick was Cones, inspired by the New York bakery Crumbs.  But wait:  what
made Chris and Dan’s venture different and highly remark-able was their
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combined 50 years of work experience at luxury hotel Brands including Hyatt
and Four Seasons.  Cones said absolutely nothing about that.  Any customer
conversations about the name (there would not have been many) would
have quickly hit a dead end – without reference to the café’s origins in fine
hotels and the expectation that the Cones experience would live up to that
pedigree.

Value of the Cones name to the bottom line?  Absolute zero.

Dan and Chris were easily convinced that the best name for their venture
was in fact Hotel Gelato, with the positioning statement Stay for dessert.  An
especially exciting benefit of the name was the potential it unleashed for the
venue’s theme and décor.  Dan and Chris had no plans for their café to evoke
a stylish boutique hotel until the Hotel Gelato name was presented to them.
Now the place has funky chandeliers, banquettes and clocks showing not
the times at international capitals, but at some of the world’s most promi-

nent hotels.  The bustling café has attracted a
loyal group of customers and even an interna-
tionally-covered celebrity drop-in from Tom
Cruise and daughter Suri.

Hotel Gelato demonstrates that Foundation-
based, remark-able names don’t just inspire op-

portunities to perpetuate the Brand through storytelling, but also drive
alignment of every aspect of the Brand experience.    

Just What You Need

The Brand name need not reference every element of the Brand Foundation.
You will find that some elements – the position, for example, as with Hotel
Gelato – provide more fodder for naming than others.  As was the case with
the value Brand of Canadian Tire – Canada’s largest retailer, with annual sales
in the range of $10 billion.  The company’s executive leadership gave us a
ring after reading this book’s first edition.  

Unlike several competitors, including Walmart, Canadian Tire did not have
its own value Brand.  So it sought an in-house label to apply across a wide
range of product categories.  The Brand position was that it would offer sim-
ilar quality to the competitive national Brands but at a lower price, and with
fewer “bells and whistles.”
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After considering hundreds of names and dozens of positioning statements,
LikeWise was the choice that expressed the position most clearly, by convey-
ing the value Brand’s “like,” but not identical, qualities when compared to
the national Brands.  The chosen positioning statement – Just what you need
– reinforced the fewer-bells-and-whistles aspect of the position, and through
a double entendre, tells consumers that LikeWise is exactly what they need.
The name has been rolled out to hundreds of products and could eventually
adorn everything from spark plugs to lawn furniture.

Job 3:  Integrate with the Positioning Statement 

Notice that with Hotel Gelato and LikeWise, the positioning statements cap-
italize on the opportunity to continue the story told by the name.  Stay for
dessert uses layers of meaning to enhance both the “hotel” and “gelato” as-
pects of Hotel Gelato.  Just what you need reinforces the “like” but not iden-
tical features of the national Brand.  

Then consider the name BlackBerry.  It opens up all kinds of opportunities,
which BlackBerry has mostly squandered, for telling stories that perpetuate
the Brand.  However, to their credit, BlackBerry created a support program,
called BlackBerry Jam, for people who develop applications for BlackBerrys.
Then they came up with Jam Sessions, an initiative for developer collabora-
tion.  Beautiful.  So why can't they come up with an enduring positioning
statement – one more integrated than past attempts like Love what you do,
A bold enhancement or Act on inspiration?

Job 4:  Be Distinct

Your Brand is unique.  Your name should be too.  So please don’t add to
the infinite number of names that copycat Apple’s system of names starting
with i.  Same goes for anything ending in -ia, -opia, -icious or -city, which
were inspired by the likes of Expedia, Fruitopia, Bootylicious and Travelocity, but
have now been done.  To death.  They’re just not differentiating anymore.
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If you have any names like these on your shortlist, cross them out or risk
sounding stale and contrived.

Fact is, distinctiveness is a seriously high bar when you consider that the
name you want, even if it’s a word you (think you) made up, is probably al-
ready in use by someone else.  This could present legal issues if you operate
in the same industry or jurisdiction as your twin, but the challenge is even
greater than that.

For example, now that we have the Internet and Google, people will find
out that your ad agency in Ohio has the same name as an ad agency in Al-
berta (one that might even rank higher than you in search returns).  Ad agen-
cies are supposed to be creative, and a name that isn’t unique knocks your
brilliance down a notch.  Even if you’re not in a creative industry, your thor-
oughly thrashed-out Brand Foundation is supposed to have a strong differ-
ence, which implies a different name. 

Job 5:  Be Memorable 

It should go without saying that if people can remember your Brand’s name,
it will serve you much more effectively.  The qualities that make a name
memorable overlap with several of the other jobs – it needs to be remark-
able, distinct and communicate the Brand Foundation, for example. 

In addition, memorable names are almost always:

•     Short (they have one, two, or three syllables) 
•     Meaningful (by conveying multiple layers of meaning)
•     Easy to spell and pronounce 
•     Pleasing to the ear 

And finally, memorable names definitely DO NOT have initials.

The Initial Mistake

Choosing a name with initials is a good way to make your life miserable.  A
set of initials has no personality, no emotion, no visual imagery and is very
difficult – a pain, really – to remember.  Rest assured you will end up con-
stantly repeating and explaining your name to everyone who is trying to un-
derstand 1. What the heck it is and 2. What the heck it means.  
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Initial names are successful when earned, not created.  So why do otherwise
smart businesspeople slap initials on a logo and think their work is done?
Because very successful companies like GE, BMW and UPS surround them.
People see this successful Branding and think they can emulate it.  What they
forget is that companies like these have earned the right to use the short
form.  Often it was their customers who started using the convenient shorter
version long before the Brand itself formalized the use.

Of course, we all know that GE stands for General Electric and HP stands for
Hewlett-Packard, because these Brands have been around forever and have
spent infinite amounts of money to build awareness.  

But please take a moment and tell me what these abbreviations mean:

•     AMD
•     AME
•     CNS
•     FPL

All of these are real organizations.  But it’s unlikely you have any idea who
these Brands are or what they do, because unlike GE or HP, they have not
spent billions, over decades, spreading the word.  

Have you?

Keep it Short

Think of almost any well-known Brand name, and it will be brief – two or
three syllables at most.  If the Brand name you’re thinking of is longer than
three syllables, chances are very good that it’s been shortened by customers
or by the Brand itself – like Federal Express to FedEx.

Pick a short name for your Brand, or people will shorten it for you.  And then
you’ll probably lose the meaning you worked so hard to convey.  
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Kinect

Kinect, the name of Microsoft’s controller-free video game, conveys many
layers of meaning in just two syllables.  Kinect of course is derived from con-
nect.  It’s a memorable association, because players are connected to Kinect
in an entirely new way.  They do not hold any kind of controller.  The game
console scans your body with an electric eye, and then your movements
(say, the way you throw punches in Kinect’s boxing game) are interpreted
through your character in the game.  Thus Kinect is also derived from kinetics
– defined as “the branch of mechanics…concerned with the study of bodies
in motion.”

Kinect is also short.  It is easy to spell even though it’s misspelled.  And like
many of the world’s most successful Brand names (think Disney, Google, Kraft,
and Toyota), it sounds pleasant and powerful by beginning with a “plosive”
letter (those letters including d, g, k, p and t).

Job 6:  Inspire and Attract Stakeholders 

Remember:  when you’re choosing a name, your feelings don’t matter.  The
feelings of others?  That’s a different matter entirely.  That’s because great,
remark-able names have the power to inspire and attract.  

But it’s tough to be attractive when you have a name like Retirement Resi-
dences Real Estate Investment Trust (or Retirement Residences REIT for “short”).
This was the unfortunate label of a publicly-traded company with 25,000
employees and 240 properties throughout Canada and the United States.  

Then they ceased being a REIT, so they needed a new name.  It was a rare
opportunity to rid the company of an ineffective name that everyone short-
ened and no one outside the organization could remember.  Most impor-
tantly and worst of all, the name said absolutely nothing about why any child
should entrust their aging and vulnerable parent to this company’s care.

Yet this company did care, deeply, about its resi-
dents.  Their Brand position was expressed as The
pinnacle of caring.  They also had a positioning
statement: Enhancing lives.   

Very often, employees will at first hate their organization’s new name.  Peo-
ple are very resistant to change, especially when it’s forced on them.  This is
what we cautioned the company’s CEO to expect.  But when he announced
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to staff that the company’s new name was Revera, they cheered.  Rooted in
the Brand’s reverence for human life, Revera was a clear celebration of what
guided these caring individuals in their jobs every day.

Job 7:  Leverage an Existing Naming System, or Create a
New One 

How will a new Brand name leverage and add value to the others in your
portfolio? This is the fundamental question of Brand and naming architecture.  

An effective architecture makes it easy for customers to buy from you – by
making it easy for them to understand the value of each offering and the
differences between them.  For example, Apple’s decision to name its tablet
iPad leveraged the equity of a very well-established naming system – that of
the i-prefix epitomized by iTunes, iPod and iPhone.  By signalling to con-
sumers that they should expect the same kind of magic as those products,
iPad as a name saved Apple millions in marketing. 

Great names also create a rich reservoir of future naming and storytelling
opportunities.  Winnipeg’s decision to call its reborn NHL team the Jets (in-
stead of the Moose) was crucial to honoring the club’s legacy.  It also created
a flexible platform for telling the Jets’ story long into the future.  Consider
what the Jets called the big party to launch their triumphant return: The After
Burner Social.  Perfect.  What they’d call a Moose-themed party, we’re not
so sure. 

Job 8:  Be Workable into a Suitable Domain Name 

As of 2012, more than 350 million URLs, or domain names, were registered,
and the World Wide Web was growing by 150,000 domains every day.  A
considerable portion of these domains are owned by resellers whose reason
for living is to extract big bucks from you.  For these reasons, it is extremely
difficult to develop a Brand name that: 1. Is available for sale; 2. Is available
for sale at a price you can afford. 

But don’t get too stressed about it.  It is not the job of the name to be avail-
able as an URL.  Instead, it is the name’s job to be at least workable into a
suitable URL.
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Even that challenge can be difficult.  But a creative
workaround can almost always be found.  Porter Airlines,
for example, decided to use flyporter.com when porter.com
was unavailable.  High-tech firm ReVera owns revera.com,
so for Revera, we bought reveraliving.com – which, because

it says something meaningful about the Revera Brand, might even be con-
sidered an improvement over revera.com.  In similar fashion, Square, a pay-
ment system that allows anyone to accept credit card payments with their
smartphone, uses squareup.com – a very clever call to action.

This may seem counterintuitive, but web addresses are becoming less im-
portant by the day.  Most people will find you through Google (which
processes 1 billion searches every day), not by typing domain names into
their browser’s address bar.  If your website has a reasonably effective SEO
(search engine optimization) strategy, you should be easily found.  

Job 9:  Pass Linguistics 

It may seem obvious that being free from offensive or inappropriate mean-
ings is a vital job.  Yet there are many missteps.  Just one example is the
Lumia cellphone (by Nokia), which in Spanish slang means “prostitute.”  

It is always a challenge to develop a Brand name that won’t offend or annoy
at least one human being somewhere on this planet.  But your first linguistics
checks should be done against your native language.  Not only is there an
infinite and growing amount of slang you probably don’t know about, you
simply never know how someone might interpret your potential name.

Or abuse it.  Pretty much any Brand name can be distorted into a derogatory
(and often accurate and funny) nickname.  Jet Blue, for example, became Jet
FU (“eff you”) when a flight attendant told off a passenger and then went
down the emergency slide with a brewskie in each hand.  Then there is
Calpice for a beverage sold in Japan, which has been distorted to “cow piss.”
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When it’s all said and done, the best way to protect your name from abuse
is to live up to its promise every day.  

Shortlisted names that survive the native language check should then be
checked, by a qualified linguistics firm, against other languages relevant to
your target market.  There is a good chance that one or more names will be
disqualified at this stage, as was Truis in our process with Revera – Truis found
to sound like the insulting “female pig” in French.

Job 10:  Pass Legal  

As we know, there is an excellent chance that one or more names on your
shortlist are in use somewhere else in the world.  So it can be a question of
which names are least likely to attract a legal challenge from parties already
using it.  

Research in Motion, for example, named a new BlackBerry operating system
BBX (incidentally, a meaningless name and a lost opportunity to say some-
thing about the Brand).  They were sued by a company already using that
name for a piece of software.  RIM was forced to rename its operating system
BlackBerry 10 (another lost opportunity), and received a lot of negative press
– a debacle they could have avoided with a simple Google search.

Any name on your shortlist should pass this standard:  it should be distinct
from all Brands within its competitive set, and distinct from well-known
Brands outside its competitive set. If a Google search found BBX to be the
name of a bicycle instead of a piece of software, the next step would be a
formal legal check done by a trademark lawyer.

Ideally, BBX would have been just one name on RIM’s shortlist.  Hopefully,
one or more of those names would have survived the legal check, and from
those the final choice could have been made.  

Once you make your final choice, start using it absolutely as soon as possible:
date of first use is a critical factor in any trademark dispute that can still come
your way.  Then seek further protection by starting the process of registering
the name as a trademark.  
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One Way Among Many

Great names can be a big boost to your bottom line:  they convey the
essence of your Brand story, thereby decreasing your reliance on other forms
of marketing communication.  Integral to this equation is the power of
names to inspire employees – which, as we’ll see in the next chapter, is one
way among many.
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